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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

The procedures of keychain crochet souvenirs are needed for making the 

alternative souvenir in Palembang because there is no kind of this souvenir in that 

city. There are four kind of procedures in designing the crochet souvenir through 

tutorial video that the writer has made. The first is keychain crochet souvenir of 

Pempek Pistel, Pempek Telok, Lumpang Cake, and Sekayo Cake. The writer 

concludes about this creation of souvenir is given for the beginner level of crochet 

or even for local industry people who want to try making the alternative of 

tourism product in Palembang because the stitches that were used are basic 

common stitches, such as single crochet (sc), double crochet (dc), increase (inc), 

and decrease (dec) or even for local industry people who want to try making the 

alternative of tourism product in Palembang.  

The content of the tutorial video is more detail which is showed the step 

one by one and then the writer also told about the general information of the food 

itself, others the backsound of the video also added the song which is originally 

from Palembang. Beside that, the writer also added the subtitle which presenting 

the short step of designing the procedures, so the viewers can directly follow the 

written instruction too. 

And based on the previous chapter, the writer can conclude that there are 

same steps in making those souvenir through tutorial video. For instance in the 

first step of making all the souvenir is by created a magic ring or magic circle 

first, and the procedure of stuffing the polyester fiberfill into the crochet or the 

finishing process of the crochet has the same steps like others. In working the total 

of the round is also similar to another souvenir, for example Pempek Pistel 

keychain crochet souvenir which has the total of 15 round, Pempek Telok has 13 



round, and for Lumpang Cake and Sekayo Cake has the same total that is 18 

round.   

Therefore the steps of making those crochet souvenir is almost the same 

but there is also the differences between the step of making Lumpang and Sekayo 

Cake. It is in making the last three round of Lumpang Cake because it is to create 

the form of Lumpang itself while in making Sekayo Cake the writer only changes 

the first step of making the crochet souvenir that is started form the first round 

until the fifth round increasing to be decreasing. 

5.2 Suggestion 

After designing the procedure of Palembang traditional food crochet 

souvenir, especially keychain crochet souvenir of Pempek Pistel, Pempek Telok, 

Lumpang Cake, and Sekayo Cake. The writer has some suggestions for the 

readers, viewers, crocheters, and for the local indusrty people who want to try 

create these souvenirs.  

The first suggestions for the readers, the writer suggests to follow the 

written instructions carefully and then see the illustration pictures one by one. And 

for the viewers and crocheters, the writer suggests while crocheting the souvenir 

to be patient and watch the directions clearly. Since crocheting is really take the 

time, in order to maximilize this tutorial video, the writer gives the instruction 

first to the viewers before doing the procedure. In that situtiation the viewers can 

listen and do their working at the beginning without waiting first until the tutor 

has done crocheting. And the third suggestion for local industry people, the writer 

suggests to learn the basic crochet first before they do crocheting, because for 

those who never try to crochet it might be difficult for the first. So that, it is really 

recomended for them to know about the crochet first, for example what it is, what 

the stitches are, and what the tools are. Therefore, it will help them to create those 

kind of souvenirs.  

The writer advices to all stakeholders that mentioned above to prepare all 

of the tools first before crocheting because when following the video,  the viewers 



sometimes will forget about other supporting tools and material that they have 

which are available or not. And to keep on the track, the viewers or crocheters 

should use the stitch marker, if the crocheters do not have this kind of the thing. 

They may use clip or short cutting yarn which has the same function as stitch 

marker itself. Further, this tutorial video about the procedure of making keychain 

crochet souvenir is very detail. It is proven by showing the step one by one 

without omit the important step of this procedure in order to make the crocheters 

understand and easy to create their own crochet souvenir.  
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